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Executive Summary

Enterprise Architects can use the ArchiMate® language to model Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) and security concepts and relationships. This widely accepted open standard provides the modeling constructs to describe and interconnect business and technical architectures. Applying the ArchiMate language to represent risk and security concepts results in the ideal vehicle to consider these aspects in an integral way. The ArchiMate language fits well with other Enterprise Architecture (EA) frameworks and standards, such as the TOGAF® standard and the Zachman framework, as well as enterprise security management frameworks such as the Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture (SABSA).

Through its Motivation extension, the ArchiMate language makes it possible to link control measures to security requirements, principles, and goals, as well as to the results of a risk analysis. On the other hand, ArchiMate models can be linked to design languages for business processes and IT solutions such as BPMN and UML. These linkages enable precise gathering of a set of broadly accepted risk and security concepts, analysis of their semantics, and consensus regarding the most important ones of the full scope of enterprise risk.

This White Paper, a joint project of The Open Group ArchiMate Forum and The Open Group Security Forum, demonstrates this approach and identifies opportunities for future work that would enhance it.
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After summarizing the ArchiMate 2.1 language, this White Paper reviews relevant standards and frameworks, including the TOGAF framework, the COSO ERM framework, the SABSA framework, and The Open Group Risk Taxonomy (O-RT) standard, upon which the Open FAIR risk analysis method is based. From these well-established paradigms, this White Paper extracts a broadly accepted set of risk and security concepts for expression in the ArchiMate language. These concepts cover:

- Vulnerability analysis: Asset at risk, vulnerability
- Risk management: Risk, threat, threat agent, loss event
- Security deployment: Control objective, control measure
- Classification: Risk domain

This White Paper examines three approaches to modeling risk and security concepts.

1. Using only the standard ArchiMate 2.1 language
2. Defining risk and security-specific specializations of ArchiMate 2.1 concepts
3. Defining risk and security concepts that complement ArchiMate 2.1 language concepts

This White Paper demonstrates, through concept mapping and case studies, that options 1 and 2 suffice for the majority of common risk and security concepts. The concepts that cannot readily be mapped, domain and operational policy, are also not specific to risk and security; they are specializations of concepts useful in a broader range of EA efforts.

Enterprise and security architects as well as risk and security analysts can benefit from this White Paper, which supports The Open Group vision of Boundaryless Information Flow™ by showing how ArchiMate models can help enterprises manage the myriad risks of our pervasively interconnected world while embracing its myriad opportunities.
Introduction

The importance of Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) and security rises with the progress of globalization and growth of the Internet. An increasing number of organizations interact with consumers and trading partners around the world, and are therefore exposed to an increasing variety of risks. Furthermore, they interact using electronic communications that can be compromised or abused. Many organizations are therefore facing complex risk scenarios that demand sophisticated planning and execution to protect their interests. Therefore, the ability to identify and manage risk has become a key priority in organizations no matter their size, industry, or region. Organizations need to understand the variables that affect their operations, so describing, classifying, managing, and mitigating risk factors is very important.

Enterprise Architecture (EA) builds transformative capabilities from people, processes, technology, and information. All of these capabilities can be threatened by diverse factors. Therefore, the assets that compose them must be protected. An EA approach that promotes systematic analysis, common understanding, and well-defined approaches to complex situations can therefore assist in the management of enterprise risk and security.

Enterprise Architects must help organizations manage risk through architectures that help avoid, transfer, mitigate, or accept adverse risks, because risks are not only inherent in the baseline state of every enterprise; they are inherent in any opportunities that the enterprise may embrace. ERM and security are therefore concerns that span all EA domains. Enterprise Architects can support ERM practices by:

- Understanding risk categories, the assets exposed to risks in each category, and the relationships between different risks
- Defining risk assessment methods
- Guiding risk management processes
- Integrating ERM into the EA practice

Risk and security models help organizations develop guidance and take action to embrace opportunity and manage risk. This White Paper examines a selection of well-established paradigms for risk and security modeling and analysis, extracts a set of core concepts from them, and maps most of the concepts to ArchiMate language elements.

This White Paper analyzes a representative sample of authoritative ERM and security frameworks and methods in order to gather a set of broadly accepted risk and security concepts, analyze their semantics, and reach consensus regarding the most important ones. The analyzed frameworks include the Casualty Actuary Society (CAS) ERM overview [10], the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO) framework [9], Factor Analysis of Information Risk (Open FAIR) [3] and the Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture (SABSA) [7,8]. This White Paper then models the Coldhard Steel case study from the CAS ERM overview, along with some original information security extensions. Based on the results of these modeling exercises, this White Paper describes the capabilities of the ArchiMate 2.1 language as specified, and as enhanced through its specified extension mechanisms (specialization of concepts, both from the ArchiMate core and the Motivation extension, and adding risk and security-specific attributes).
The TOGAF and ArchiMate Approach to Security

The TOGAF standard [20] presents security architecture as one of the important issues and organizational practices for Enterprise Architects. In the TOGAF Architecture Development Method (ADM), business requirements and drivers for security are mentioned as important issues for Phases A and B. The ADM focuses on generating requirements related to security, as well as for risk, by explaining how an organization’s attitude towards risk determines the kind of protection that an asset needs and what the resulting security requirements are. It also mentions the need to define asset stewardship, especially for information assets, and the need to perform risk assessments and relate security to them.

The section of the TOGAF standard providing security guidance (Chapter 31: Risk Management) is mainly focused on security considerations and requirements for an EA iteration applying the ADM. It identifies specific areas of concern for security such as authentication, authorization, auditing, assurance, availability, asset protection, and administration, and relates them to risk management. All of these aspects are mainly presented as IT functions related to the information security discipline.

The TOGAF standard specifies security architecture viewpoints and frameworks, and also provides very general guidance for applying the Architecture Content Framework (ACF) and the TOGAF Metamodel to security views and patterns. The TOGAF standard presents examples like the data security diagram. In Chapter 35 (Architectural Artifacts) some basic patterns for security views are presented, and they are primarily focused on information systems security.

Regarding security management, the ADM recommends the integration of the EA effort with the security management organizational function along with other adjacent functions such as risk, project, and portfolio management.

This White Paper will extend the existing risk and security content of the TOGAF standard using relevant industry standards and leveraging the ArchiMate visual modeling language to:

- Cover risk assessment and protection of assets beyond information security
- Provide guidance and detailed tools and techniques for constructing specific models, viewpoints, and patterns that help practitioners to develop security architecture models
- Identify modeling patterns for functions such as authentication and authorization, security auditing, and monitoring
- Provide elements and mapping to the TOGAF ACF and Metamodel

The ArchiMate 2.1 specification makes very brief mentions of risk and security. It identifies risk and security as an important EA aspect that the language does not explicitly address, although it identifies the Infrastructure, Implementation, and Deployment and Project Viewpoints as useful for addressing risk or security concerns.

The TOGAF framework and the ArchiMate language can be extended and combined to help Enterprise Architects address risk and security. This White Paper provides specific guidance for risk and security modeling by extending the TOGAF standard and using the ArchiMate language.
Defining ERM and Security Together

This section gathers definitions for ERM, security, and related terms. It first summarizes a selection of leading definitions of ERM.

The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO) is a coalition of professional organizations for accounting, auditing, and financial management. COSO issued its Enterprise Risk Management – Integrated Framework [9] in September 2004. The COSO ERM Framework includes key principles and concepts, a vocabulary, and guidance for evaluating and implementing ERM.

COSO defines ERM as:

“... a process, effected by an entity’s board of directors, management, and other personnel, applied in strategy setting and across the enterprise, designed to identify potential events that may affect the entity, and manage risk to be within its risk appetite, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of entity objectives.”

Figure 1 assembles the definitions in this section into a generic ERM model. An enterprise contains stakeholders concerned with risk, who engage in ERM activity that assesses and manages risk.

Figure 1: Generic Risk Model

Here is the Casualty Actuary Society (CAS) [10] definition:

“ERM is the discipline by which an organization in any industry assesses, controls, exploits, finances, and monitors risks from all sources for the purpose of increasing the organization’s short- and long-term value to its stakeholders.”

The Institute of Risk Management (IRM) [4] defines risk management (clearly in an enterprise context) as follows:
“Risk management is a central part of any organization’s strategic management. It is the process whereby organizations methodically address the risks attaching to their activities with the goal of achieving sustained benefit within each activity and across the portfolio of all activities.”

Each of these three ERM definitions discusses an enterprise engaging in risk-related activities that support or directly achieve organizational objectives. Each definition at least implies the existence of risk assessments, as well stakeholders concerned with risk. Therefore, they align with the ERM model in Figure 1.

This White Paper deals with modeling security as well as ERM. In relation to ERM, what does “security” mean? The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) [5] has a number of definitions that match typical goals of ERM:

- The state or condition of being or feeling secure
- Freedom from danger or threat:
  - The safety of an organization, establishment, or building from espionage, criminal activity, illegal entrance, or escape
  - With reference to encryption, or telecommunications or computer systems: the state of being protected from unauthorized access; freedom from the risk of being intercepted, decoded, tapped, etc.

The OED also has a number of definitions that match the behaviors and mechanisms of ERM:

- Something which secures or makes safe …
- A protection or defense against, from, for something …
- Grounds for regarding something as secure, safe, or certain; an assurance, safeguard, guarantee
- … any checks and procedures intended to keep a person, place, or thing secure

The OED reference to “encryption … telecommunication or computer systems” addresses information security. The SANS Institute [12] defines information security as:

“... the processes and methodologies which are designed and implemented to protect print, electronic, or any other form of confidential, private, and sensitive information or data from unauthorized access, use, misuse, disclosure, destruction, modification, or disruption ...”

This definition is closely related to the well-known Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability (CIA) model used for developing security policy.

In summary, information security is part of security, which is in turn part of ERM, and these domains encompass related goals. Figure 2 builds on Figure 1 to show the relationship between these domains.
COSO identifies four types of objectives for the continuous, enterprise-wide risk management activity that it specifies:

- Strategic objectives are high-level and aligned with the enterprise’s mission.
- Operations objectives are concerned with effective and efficient use of resources.
- Reporting objectives are concerned with reliable reporting.
- Compliance objectives are concerned with applicable laws and regulations.

To specify and realize these activities, COSO defines seven types of activities:

- Objective Setting – Management must have a process in place to set objectives consistent with both the mission of the enterprise and its appetite for risk.
- Event Identification – Enterprises must identify both internal and external events, and distinguish between the risks and opportunities that they pose. Opportunities should be used for strategy development or objective setting.
- Risk Assessment – Enterprises must analyze and consider the likelihood and impact of risks, both
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inherently and residually.

- Risk Response – Enterprises must determine how to respond to risks, which may be avoided, accepted, reduced, or shared, with actions based on organizational risk tolerance and appetite.

- Control – Policies and procedures must be established and implemented for effective responses to risk.

- Information and Communication – Timely identification, capture, and communication of relevant information across, up, and down organizations enables people to carry out their risk management responsibilities.

Figure 3 below models these activities as functions carried out by enterprises (entities, in COSO ERM parlance) to realize risk management objectivities.

![COSO ERM Model](image)

Figure 3: COSO ERM Model
Risk and Security Standards, Frameworks, and Concepts

This section identifies the risk and security concepts in the most common frameworks, including the Risk Taxonomy (O-RT) standard, the TOGAF security view risk classification, and the SABSA framework.

The breadth of ERM requires a structured approach to risk analysis along with a method of organizing the myriad risks facing every enterprise. The FAIR Risk Taxonomy defines and hierarchically classifies the elements of risk.

The Open Group Risk Taxonomy Standard/Open FAIR

This section summarizes The Open Group Risk Taxonomy (O-RT) standard, also known as the Open FAIR Risk Taxonomy (a part of the Open FAIR Body of Knowledge). This Open Group standard provides a definition and taxonomy for information security risk, as well as information regarding how to use the taxonomy. It describes the main factors that drive risk, their definitions, and relationships, so it provides a guideline for defining the basic terms for defining and measuring risk using a single logical and rational taxonomical framework. Although Open FAIR has its roots in information security risk, it can be applied to analyzing all kinds of risk.

The risk taxonomy overview is presented in Figure 4, which is taken from the O-RT standard.

Figure 4: Open FAIR Risk Taxonomy [3]

In this taxonomy, “risk” is defined as the probable frequency and probable magnitude of future loss, which means that the risk definition is dependent on two factors: loss event frequency and probable loss magnitude. Then, recursively, each one of the rest of the factors is defined until the lower branches for the model are reached. For example, in the left branch of the model, the loss event frequency is dependent on threat event frequency and vulnerability.

All of the elements of the Open FAIR Risk Taxonomy refer to organizational assets that are being threatened by different environmental factors or agents that can be either internal or external to the organization. This risk exposure depends on the time interval in which the asset is being exposed and the vulnerability level that the asset might have. The right side of the model considers the risk impact, which depends on probable loss magnitude, which in turn depends on a hierarchy of loss factors.
Classifying Risks and Risk Assessments

While the Open FAIR Risk Taxonomy can be used to decompose and analyze a single risk, there are other risk taxonomies that seek to classify all risks within a particular domain. For example, the CAS ERM overview identifies four types of enterprise risk [10]:

- **Hazard Risks** include risks from fire and other property damage, windstorm and other natural perils, theft and other crime, personal injury, business interruption, disease and disability, as well as from liability claims.

- **Financial Risks** include risks from price, liquidity, credit, inflation and purchasing power, as well as from hedging and basis.

- **Operational Risks** include risks from business operations, empowerment mechanisms such as leadership and change readiness, information technology issues such as relevance and availability, as well as from problems with information and business reporting.

- **Strategic Risks** include risks from reputational damage, competition, customer wants, demographic and social and cultural trends, technological innovation and capital availability, as well as from regulatory and political trends.

Figure 5 represents the top two levels of this classification of enterprise risk.

![Figure 5: CAS Classification of Enterprise Risk](image)

Similarly, the American Society for Healthcare Risk Management (ASHRM) has developed an enterprise risk taxonomy for the healthcare domain [0], which is summarized in Figure 6 below.

![Figure 6: ASHRM Common Healthcare Risk Domains](image)

There could be several types of risks; some of them are more closely related with the EA development such as the operational, compliance, and security risks; however, other risk categories such as financial, project, organizational change, and system risk can also influence and be influenced by the EA practice.
Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture (SABSA)

The SABSA matrix (framework) is a structure that is very similar to the Zachman framework, but specifically aimed at risk and security aspects. This matrix defines relevant viewpoints for risk and security modeling, in a systematic way. SABSA does not define specific modeling concepts, but the matrix does describe a wide variety of aspects that a modeler should be able to express. The exact content of each of the “cells” of the matrix is open to interpretation.

In the context of this White Paper, mainly the upper three layers are relevant. The lower three layers are concerned with the detailed design of security controls. Some of the views are regular ArchiMate views that serve as the context for risk and security aspects, while others address specific security issues.

The table below summarizes the (new or specialized) concepts identified to populate the cells of the top three layers of the SABSA matrix. Concepts written in italics denote concepts that are already part of the ArchiMate language (core and extensions).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Assets</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>People</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contextual Architecture</strong></td>
<td>business asset; goal</td>
<td>opportunity; threat; risk; stakeholder; driver, goal</td>
<td>business process</td>
<td>business actor, business role</td>
<td>location; network</td>
<td>plateau, requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conceptual Architecture</strong></td>
<td>business attribute profile (business strategy; business driver; business asset; goal; objective)</td>
<td>business policy; control objective; (goal; principle; requirement)</td>
<td>security strategy</td>
<td>security entity (business role; business actor; application component)</td>
<td>(security domain); security element (security entity; security object); security policy</td>
<td>lifecycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Logical Architecture</strong></td>
<td>information asset</td>
<td>policy, policy statement (requirement); policy procedure (process); policy, guideline</td>
<td>business process; business service</td>
<td>trust; entity schema rule; object</td>
<td>network domain, people/actor role information resource service; application component; application function; infrastructure service; network, infrastructure function; information domain; application domain; application component; people domain</td>
<td>plateau, program, project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Main Concepts in SABSA Framework Layers 1 to 3

The SABSA approach toward risk factors considers both the risk of adverse occurrences as well as the prospect of beneficial events. The following ArchiMate model illustrates this approach, in which an asset at risk can be information, software, tangible organizational assets, human assets, and intangible assets. The two types of factors that can act against an asset are threats that have to be controlled and also opportunities that could become beneficial if exploited correctly.

---

1 Concepts in italics more or less directly map to concepts in the ArchiMate 2.1 specification.
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For a threat-based risk the following factors are important and are also mentioned in the Open FAIR Risk Taxonomy section of this White Paper:

- Threat
- Vulnerability
- Control

Threat management is not sufficient for organizations that want to innovate, enhance the value they deliver, and grow. Those organizations must also proactively identify events that present opportunities to increase the value of their assets and enhance their overall capabilities to deliver value to customers. The right side of Figure 9 depicts this approach, and differentiates it from the threat-centric approach to risk management.

Information System Security Risk Management (ISSRM) Domain Metamodel

In research performed at Tudor Research Centre, the different concepts of ISSRM and their relationships have been formalized as a domain metamodel (Figure 10); i.e., a conceptual model depicting the studied domain [15]. The ISSRM domain model has been established through the analysis of the related literature: risk management standards, security-related standards, security risk management standards and methods, and security requirements engineering frameworks (e.g., references [16,17,18]).

The ISSRM domain model is organized in three groups of concepts, as represented in Figure 10:

- Asset-related concepts describe assets and the goals which guarantee asset security.
- Risk-related concepts present how the risk itself is defined.
Risk treatment-related concepts describe what decisions, requirements, and controls should be defined and implemented in order to mitigate possible risks.

In this work, the concept of Security Goal merges the concepts of Security Criterion and Security Objective defined in an initial model. The description of the main concepts of the ISSRM domain model is summarized in the table below. An extension of the ArchiMate language with these concepts has been proposed in reference [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asset</td>
<td>Anything that has value to the organization and is necessary for achieving its objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Asset</td>
<td>Describes information, processes, capabilities, and skills inherent to the business and core mission of the organization, having value for it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS Asset</td>
<td>A component of the IS supporting business assets like a database where information is stored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Goal</td>
<td>A property or constraint on business assets describing their security needs, usually for confidentiality, integrity, and availability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>The combination of a threat with one or more vulnerabilities leading to a negative impact harming the assets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>The potential negative consequence of a risk that may harm assets of a system or an organization, when a threat (or the cause of a risk) is accomplished.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerability</td>
<td>A characteristic of an IS asset or group of IS assets that can constitute a weakness or a flaw in terms of IS security.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Threat</td>
<td>A potential attack or incident, which targets one or more IS assets and may lead to the assets being harmed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Treatment</td>
<td>An intentional decision to treat identified risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Requirement</td>
<td>The refinement of a treatment decision to mitigate the risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Controls (countermeasures or safeguards) are designed to improve security, specified by a security requirement, and implemented to comply with it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction to the ArchiMate Standard

Core Concepts

ArchiMate [2], an Open Group standard, is an open and independent modeling language for EA that is supported by different tool vendors and consulting firms. It provides uniform representations for diagrams that describe EAs. Its core concepts (Figure 11) specify three main types of elements that are in turn often used to represent classes of real-world entities. These element types are:

• Active Structure Elements, which are entities capable of performing behavior
• Behavior Elements, which are units of activity performed by one or more Active Structure Elements
• Passive Structure Elements, upon which Active Structure Elements perform behavior

The ArchiMate language specializes two of these core element types to enable service-oriented architectural viewpoints:

• Behavior Elements, known as services, are units of functionality that systems expose to their environments. Services deliver value to their consumers while concealing the internal operations of the systems that expose them.
• Active Structure Elements, known as Interfaces, are points of access where systems expose one or more services to their environments.

Figure 11: ArchiMate Core Concepts (Source [2])

Note that, in this diagram, relationships are red using the verb closest to the first element; e.g., an Active Structure Element uses an Interface, and a Service accesses a Passive Structure Element.

The ArchiMate language contains a core set of relationships that fall into three categories:

• Structural relationships model the structural coherence between structural or behavioral concepts of the
same or different types. They include association, access, used by, realization, assignment, aggregation, and composition.

- Dynamic relationships model dependencies between behavioral concepts. They include flow and triggering. In addition, the ArchiMate language enables the derivation of dynamic relationships between structural elements to which the behavioral functions are assigned. For example, modelers can depict a flow relationship between two application functions as a flow relationship between separate Application Components that perform those functions.

- Other relationships are neither structural nor dynamic. They include grouping, junction, and specialization.

The ArchiMate language defines three main layers based on specializations of its core concepts:

- The Business Layer models products and services available to external customers of the organization that is being described. These services are realized by business processes performed by business actors.

- The Application Layer provides the Business Layer with application services that are realized by software applications.

- The Technology Layer provides the infrastructure services such as data processing, storage, and communications necessary to run applications. These services are realized by hardware and system software.

The ArchiMate language combines its three layers with its three core element types for a nine-cell framework (Figure 12).

---

**Extensions**

To its nine-cell core framework, the ArchiMate 2.1 standard adds two extensions:

- The Motivation extension models the elements that motivate enterprise design and operation. Its concepts include: stakeholder, driver, assessment, goal, requirement, and principle.
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• The Implementation and Migration extension models the implementation of all aspects of EAs, as well as the migration between generations of implemented architectures. Its concepts include: work package, deliverable, plateau, and gap.

Viewpoints

The ArchiMate language also includes a set of architecture viewpoints and classifies them in two ways:

• Purpose, which may be designing a solution, deciding on a course of action, or informing employees, customers, or other stakeholders.

• Abstraction levels, which may embody the details needed by stakeholders such as software and process engineers, the systemic coherence needed by operational managers who must understand key relationships to solve problems and implement change, or the overview needed by executives, Enterprise Architects, and others who must make key decisions and manage change.

The ArchiMate Standard as a Modeling Language for the TOGAF Standard

The ArchiMate modeling language, together with its two extensions, can be used to model architectures developed using the TOGAF ADM. Figure 13 shows the correspondence between the activities of the ADM phases and the parts of the ArchiMate language.

Figure 13: Correspondence between TOGAF ADM Phases and the ArchiMate Framework (Source [2])
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Business Value of Modeling ERM with the ArchiMate Language

The ArchiMate standard provides the modeling constructs to describe and interconnect the various architectural domains. Applying the ArchiMate language to represent risk and security concepts results in the ideal vehicle to consider these aspects in an integral way.

The ArchiMate language is a widely accepted open standard for modeling EA, with a large user base and a variety of modeling tools that support it. It fits well with other EA frameworks and standards, such as the TOGAF standard and the Zachman framework, as well as enterprise security management frameworks such as SABSA.

Through the Motivation extension, the ArchiMate language makes it possible to link control measures to security requirements, principles, and goals, as well as to the results of a risk analysis. On the other hand, ArchiMate models can be linked to design languages for business processes and IT solutions (e.g., BPMN and UML). In this way, full forward and backward traceability between architecture and design is achieved.

This traceability enables the definition of precise relationships between business and information technology entities, which facilitates cause and effect analysis. The ArchiMate language also allows modelers to define additional profile attributes for model elements. These attributes can be used to analyze architectures and determine the impact of architectural change on risk and security concerns. ArchiMate models are therefore suitable as a basis for both qualitative and quantitative risk and security analysis.

Consolidation of Risk and Security Concepts

This section identifies the common denominator of concepts for risk and security identified in our overview of standards and frameworks, and which are relevant in the context of EA models. It provides definitions for these concepts, as well as their main properties.

Risk

- The probable frequency and probable magnitude of future loss [3].
- The potential of loss (an undesirable outcome; however, not necessarily so) resulting from a given action, activity, and/or inaction, foreseen or unforeseen.
- A number of risk metrics are commonly applied, such as [3] loss event frequency and probable loss magnitude.
- Furthermore, a distinction may be made between:
  - Initial risk: before mitigation
  - Residual risk: after mitigation

Loss Event

Any circumstance that causes a loss or damage to an asset.
Threat

A possible danger that might exploit a vulnerability to breach security and thus cause possible harm. The term is ambiguous, as it can refer to a threatening circumstance, an entity capable of causing harm (threat entity), or the actual event that may cause harm (threat event). Therefore, we also introduce the more specific concepts:

- **Threat agent**: Anything – for example, an object, substance, individual, or group – that is capable of acting against an asset in a manner that can result in harm. This can be intentional; i.e., an attacker, but also unintentional; e.g., a well-intentioned, but inept, computer operator who trashes a daily batch job by typing the wrong command.

- **Threat event**: Event with the potential to adversely impact an asset. An attack is a specific type of threat event that is the result of an intentional malicious activity of an attacker, which is a specific type of threat agent.

Vulnerability

- The probability that an asset will be unable to resist the actions of a threat agent [3].
  
- A weakness which allows an attacker to threaten the value of an asset.

Domain

A set of related entities that share one or more characteristics and define the semantic of a specific field. This concept is essential to the next definition.

Risk Domain

A domain consisting of entities that share one or more characteristics relevant to risk management or security. A risk domain is also a context or set of conditions that affects a risk exposure level.

Risk Control, Treatment, Mitigation

- An action, device, procedure, or technique that reduces a threat, a vulnerability, or an attack by eliminating or preventing it, by minimizing the harm it can cause, or by discovering and reporting it so that corrective action can be taken.

- The deployment of a set of security services to protect against a security threat.

Control Requirement

A formalized need to be fulfilled by means of a control in order to face an identified threat.

Asset at Risk

- Anything tangible or intangible that is capable of being owned or controlled to produce value.

- Any data, device, or other component of the environment that supports information-related activities.

Policy

A set of rules which governs the behavior of a system:
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- Exists at different levels: Strategy, Management, Design
- May be of different types: Operational, Structural, and Behavioral

Modeling Options

There are three different options for modeling risk and security aspects with the ArchiMate language:

1. The use of ArchiMate 2.1 concepts unmodified, as specified in the standard.
2. The use of the extension mechanisms as specified in the standard to define additional attributes or specializations of existing ArchiMate concepts.
3. The use of additional concepts that do not yet exist in the ArchiMate 2.1 standard and can be directly linked to existing concepts.

Of course, it is likely that a combination of these options will be used. If a combination of options 1 and 2 suffices, this would result in what could be called a “risk and security overlay” of the ArchiMate language, which may or may not be proposed for inclusion in the standard. If it turns out that option 3 is also required, this will result in proposing an actual risk and security extension for the standard.

Mapping of Consolidated Risk and Security Aspects to the ArchiMate Language

Although the TOGAF and ArchiMate standards, and various other standards and frameworks, deliver very valuable material that can help practitioners understand risk and security in the EA practice, they do not include specific guidelines and examples on how to model security and risk management. Therefore, in the remainder of this White Paper, this content is developed. Specific mappings will be suggested, and actual ArchiMate concepts and relations will be combined with profiling and specialization. Also, examples from case materials will be used to illustrate the use of these concepts.

The remainder of this section proposes a mapping between the consolidated risk and security concepts defined previously and components and concepts from the ArchiMate 2.1 specification.

Loss Event

A loss event can be mapped to the business event concept in ArchiMate, which may be triggered by a threat event. It may be useful to define a specific specialization of a business event to denote a loss event.

Threat

As indicated before, the term “threat” is ambiguous. The general notion of threat as a threatening circumstance can be modeled as a driver in the ArchiMate language. The mappings of the more specific concepts of “threat agent” and ‘threat event’ are given below.

- **Threat agent:** Different types of threat agent can be modeled as different kinds of active structure elements in the ArchiMate language; e.g., a business actor, business role, application component, node, system software, or device.

- **Threat event:** A threat event may map most naturally to a business event in the ArchiMate language. Because the concept of threat event plays an important role in risk management, it is advisable to introduce it as a specialization of a business event.
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Risk

A risk is a quantification of a threat, and as such it maps most naturally to an *assessment* in the ArchiMate language. Because of the central role of this concept in ERM, the proposal is to define the risk concept as a specialization of an assessment.

Risk Metrics

As well as the different types of risks (e.g., initial and residual), may be defined as attributes in a risk profile of an assessment.

Vulnerability

A vulnerability is the result of analyzing the weaknesses of elements in the architecture considering all the environmental factors that could affect the system. An example of a vulnerability is a non-encrypted communication channel over the public Internet, which means that confidential messages may be intercepted. For explicitly modeling a vulnerability, it most naturally maps to an *assessment* in the ArchiMate language. In that case, the proposal is to model a vulnerability as a specialization of an assessment. Alternatively, it may be specified as an attribute of an asset at risk or a risk domain.

Domain

The ArchiMate language does not yet define a general *domain* concept. The *location* concept represents a specific kind of domain (i.e., a geographic domain). The *grouping* relation can also be used to group elements that belong to a certain domain, but has some limitations (e.g., it is not possible to link a group to other elements with a relation). For an example of the use of the domain concept, see Use of the Risk Domain Concept.

Risk Control, Treatment, and Mitigation

Depending on the kind of control, almost any core concept or combination of core concepts can be used to model the implementation of the control. A control may also be realized by a grouping of a number of core concepts, which is something that cannot properly be modeled in the ArchiMate language (see Domain).

Control Requirement

In a risk analysis process, a specification of an action or set of actions that have to be performed or that should be implemented as part of the control, treatment, and mitigation of a particular risk. A control requirement is realized by core entities used for mitigation, treatment, and control.

Asset at Risk

Almost any core concept or combination of concepts can be an asset to the organization. A specific *asset* profile can be assigned to these concepts to specify specific attributes of assets; e.g., their value. Alternatively, the concept can be associated with the ArchiMate *value* concept.

Policy

At the design level, a policy may map to a *principle* from the ArchiMate Motivation extension. The ArchiMate language does not yet have the concept of *operational* policy. This is a candidate concept that could be considered for a future version of the ArchiMate standard. Note that the concept of *policy* can be used in a generic way, with risk policy and security policy as possible specializations.
Figure 14 summarizes the main mapping of the concepts.

Figure 14: Mapping of Risk and Security Concepts to the ArchiMate Language
Case Studies and Examples

This section further explores the risk domain concept and uses the ArchiMate 2.1 language together with additional risk domain notations to depict four scenarios. The first is an original scenario involving security at aircraft maintenance facilities, and the next three are elaborations of the Coldhard Steel scenario [9]. This scenario, part of the CAS ERM Overview, describes the risks faced by a US-based manufacturer of steel products, such as roller and ball bearings, used in industrial machinery. The final scenarios in this section illustrate a vulnerability assessment of technical infrastructure.

Use of the Risk Domain Concept

In Mapping of Consolidated Risk and Security Aspects to the ArchiMate Language, this White Paper has defined a risk domain as “consisting of entities that share one or more characteristics relevant to risk management or security”. Table 1 details these common characteristics and provides examples of domains that share them. The entries describing common characteristics are numbered for reference in examples later in the text.

Table 1: Common Characteristics Shared by Entities within a Risk Domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Characteristic</th>
<th>Example Risk Domains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exposure to a threat or risk</td>
<td>Registered users of an e-commerce website from which credit card information has been stolen, and are therefore particularly vulnerable to fraudulent charges, or residences that do not have smoke alarms, and are therefore particularly vulnerable to fire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possession of a vulnerability</td>
<td>Individuals who record their passwords on paper near their computer workstations, or instances of an operating system that are missing a critical security patch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possession of a control requirement</td>
<td>Individuals recently released from prison who must report regularly to a parole officer, or wireless devices that access a corporate network that transmits sensitive information, and must therefore be authenticated, authorized, and monitored whenever they are connected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in a control, treatment, or mitigation</td>
<td>Individuals who use password managers to generate and store complex, random passwords for the websites they access, or firewalls that control access to a government network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in a threat agent</td>
<td>Individuals with criminal records who possess unlicensed handguns or flammable material stored in a warehouse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance, authority, or influence of a control, treatment, or mitigation</td>
<td>Individuals subject to the laws of a particular jurisdiction, or all neighborhoods in a city subject to extra police patrols due to high crime rates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion in a classification for the purpose or assessing or mitigating risk</td>
<td>All computers that are connected to the same corporate network and running a particular operating system, for which a patch assessment or patching cycle could be developed, or all individuals living in a neighborhood that has been exposed to toxic industrial chemicals, for which a set of health checks or precautionary recommendations could be developed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ArchiMate modelers can use the grouping relationship to identify domains and describe their contents. The grouping concept is uniquely suited for this purpose, since it is the only relationship within the language in which any number of elements representing any combination of concepts can participate. This flexibility is critical to representing domains, since instances, classifications, and assessments of vulnerabilities, risks, threats, controls, and related risk concepts frequently aggregate diverse elements.

For example, a software component may possess an internal vulnerability that could be exploited by an attacker, but if the software component is used within a cardkey system to control physical access to an aircraft maintenance facility operated by an airline, its vulnerability may put the functioning of the aircraft, the lives of passengers and crew, and the financial health of the airline at risk. A comprehensive approach to mitigating the overall risk of access control software malfunction could require:

- Technical controls such as software patches and code restructuring instituted by the software vendor
- Administrative controls such as:
  - Enhanced quality assurance procedures instituted by the software developer
  - Revisions in the contract between the airline and the software vendor
  - Audits of the software vendor by the airline or a trusted agent
  - Enhanced patching procedures instituted by the airline’s IT organization
- Physical controls such as placing the onsite access control server appliance in a locked closet

In addition, different domains might require different controls to mitigate the risk (Table 1, entry 6). If the airline uses two aircraft maintenance facilities at different airports with separate instances of the same cardkey system, but outsources the operations of one to a service provider, then mitigating the risk at the second facility could also require:

- Administrative controls such as:
  - Enhanced patching procedures instituted by the outsourcer’s IT organizations
  - Revisions in the contract between the airline and the outsourcer
  - Audits of the outsourcer by the airline or a trusted agent

The ArchiMate grouping relationship can be used for this scenario to organize both the elements of risk, and the measures taken to mitigate risk. However, in order to express the mitigation relationship between the risk of software attack and different combinations of measures required to mitigate that risk at the two aircraft maintenance facilities, ArchiMate modelers must be able to combine diverse elements into risk domains that can participate in explicit mitigation relationships (Table 1, entry 1).

Figure 15 illustrates the use of the ArchiMate 2.1 language, and the opportunities for expression of domains and mitigation relationships. The diagram expresses domains as ellipses with dashed borders, and mitigation relationships as thick grey lines with long dashes, and hollow-point arrows pointing from the mitigating domain to the domain exposed to the risk. The two facility domains share exposures to the same risks (Table 1, entries 4 and 6) which are expressed as drivers. The shared risk of unauthorized access positively influences the risk of aircraft malfunction, which has enterprise-wide implications. Per the scenario, some mitigation requirements are specific to one of the two facilities, and some are shared. Each of the three
mitigation domains (Table 1, entry 4) contain requirements that mitigate the risks of software attack and unauthorized access.

Figure 15: Aircraft Maintenance Scenario with Risk Domains

Figure 18 and Figure 19 illustrate a risk mitigation approach – continuous improvement of machine reliability – which applies across the entire Coldhard Steel risk domain (Table 1, entry 1). However, the Gary and Chicago factory risk domain have different vulnerabilities (Table 1, entry 2), and therefore the local implementation of the enterprise risk mitigation strategy constitutes two very different domains (Table 1, entry 4).

**Coldhard Steel**

This section uses the Coldhard Steel company case from reference [9] to illustrate the stereotyping of ArchiMate Motivation extension concepts as risk concepts. Coldhard Steel manufactures products such as roller and ball bearings that are used in other industrial machinery. Coldhard Steel operates in the Midwest
region of the United States, is family-owned, and has a unionized labor force. The Coldhard Steel case has been selected because it is a well-accepted example case in the risk and security field.

Figure 16 illustrates such use of stereotyped ArchiMate 2.1 concepts to model risk and security concepts. Coldhard steel experiences a threat that machines may fail due to inadequate power supply. This threat is mapped onto the concept of driver. This threat leads to a risk that once a year the power supply is inadequate, and with an effect that the production loss is $100,000, an assessment is stereotyped to risk. A control objective is added to mitigate the risk. The control objective is to increase peak capacity of the power supplies. The concept goal is stereotyped to control objective. A control measure, replace factory power supplies, is used to realize the control objective. A requirement is stereotyped to control measure to model this.

A threat can also lead to a loss event, in the case of Coldhard Steel a power supply failure. A business event is stereotyped to express this. A vulnerability of an asset can lead to a loss event. In the case of Coldhard Steel, the power supply cannot handle large power fluctuations. An assessment is stereotyped to express this. ArchiMate Core elements are stereotyped to assets. In this example the asset realizes the control measure, to illustrate that the control measure is implemented.

Figure 17 illustrates two other examples. The left figure can be read as follows. There is a threat that an employee submits a compensation claim for work-related injuries. This leads to the risk that the compensation claims for injuries are unacceptable. A control objective is stated to reduce the exposure to compensation claims. The control measure is to implement safety procedures. The threat can lead to the loss event work-related safety incident. This loss event is possible through the vulnerability of inadequate safety procedures.

The right part of the figure illustrates yet another kind of risk example. Coldhard steel is situated in an area where there is a threat of tornados. These tornados can cause damage to plant and equipment. This leads to the risk that there are unacceptable costs to repair the damage. This leads to the control objective to reduce exposure to tornado damage and the control measure to improve the structural integrity of the building.
The threat can lead to the loss event that the tornado hits the factory. The vulnerability that the equipment is not resistant to tornados leads to the loss event and the risk.

As another example of the use of the domain concept, as explained in the previous subsection, Figure 18 and Figure 19 illustrate a risk mitigation approach – continuous improvement of machine reliability – which applies across the entire Coldhard Steel risk domain (Table 1, entry 1). However, the Gary (Figure 18) and Chicago (Figure 19) factory risk domains have different vulnerabilities (Table 1, entry 2), and therefore the local implementation of the enterprise risk mitigation strategy constitutes two very different domains (Table 1, entry 4).
Figure 18 Mitigation of Machine Failure Risk at Coldhard Steel Gary Factory
Figure 19: Mitigation of Machine Failure Risk at Coldhard Steel Chicago Factory
Vulnerability Assessment of a Technical Infrastructure

A vulnerability assessment is the process of identifying, quantifying, and prioritizing (or ranking) the vulnerabilities in a computer network or system. A vulnerability assessment may include the use of a penetration test (pen test); i.e., an attack on a computer network or system with the intention of finding security weaknesses, potentially gaining access to it, its functionality, and data. This process may be supported by one of the many available commercial or open source automated vulnerability scanners, which produce a report of the vulnerabilities found in a computer network, host, or set of hosts.

Figure 20 below shows an example of the results of a vulnerability scan of a single application server. Five vulnerabilities are found, with varying levels of risk (risk factors), related to different ports. The overall security of the server is determined by the weakest link; i.e., the maximum of the risk factors of the relevant vulnerabilities.

Figure 21 shows the context of one of these vulnerabilities. The vulnerability is present on three different hosts in the network. Also, a known control measure that can be used to mitigate the risk associated with vulnerability is shown in the model.
Although a vulnerability assessment provides an overview of vulnerabilities at the technology level, this is not sufficient for a well-informed assessment of the risks at the business level. An EA model can help to analyze the business impact of the technical vulnerabilities, as illustrated in the example in Figure 22. Based on the results of this analysis, the (intermediate or final) results of which may be captured as profile elements attached to ArchiMate concepts, a decision can be made as to whether a control measure should be implemented to mitigate the risk.
Figure 22: Business Impact of a Technical Vulnerability
Summary and Conclusions

ERM and security are closely interlinked with EA, including the design of organizations and the IT applications and infrastructure that support them. Therefore, this White Paper proposes how ERM and security can be expressed in the ArchiMate language for EA modeling.

In order to identify the relevant concepts, this White Paper examines a wide variety of standards and frameworks for ERM and security deployment, including those employed in the risk and security-related activities of The Open Group. Based on this, the paper establishes a common set of risk and security concepts, and demonstrates a mapping of these concepts to the ArchiMate language. Example cases illustrate these concepts.

The mapping and examples show that most of the risk and security concepts can be mapped to existing concepts in the ArchiMate language (Core and Motivation extension). However, to improve understanding, it is helpful to make explicit which of the risk or security concepts they represent. Specialization, one of the language extension mechanisms described in the ArchiMate standard, is primarily used for this. Two elements used in some of the examples are not in the standard language: the domain concept, a grouping that can have relationships with other concepts; and the mitigation relationship.

This White Paper also illustrates that the security and risk concepts and relationships can be added to a wide range of ArchiMate viewpoints. Any of the viewpoints described in the current ArchiMate 2.1 standard can be overlaid with risk and security concepts, and organizations may adopt these to assess risks. In a similar way, these concepts can also be used to express risk and security aspects in several TOGAF diagrams. In addition, modelers may add a number of additional viewpoints; e.g., a risk mitigation domain viewpoint (see the examples in Use of the Risk Domain Concept) or a risk analysis viewpoint (see the examples in the Coldhard Steel section).
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